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Solution of a degenerated elliptic equation of second order 
in an unbounded domain 

W. BImNDT 

Es wird die Gleichung dlv (e(x) (Vu + 1(x))) = 0 im RN iintersucht, wobei e E J.,,(RN) und 
1 € L2(RN, ) vorgegebene glatte Funktionen sind. Die Gleichung entartet auf der glatten 
Fläche 1' = {(x) = 01, an der sich o(x) -,vie eine Potenz von diet (x, F) verhält. Folgonde 
Resultate werden bewiesen: 1. Existenz und Eindeutigkeit (his auf additive Konstanton) 
einer Losung mit f I Viz I 2 dx < no; der Beweis benutzt eine Variationsmethode in einem 
Sobolewraum mit Gewicht; 2. Regularitiit der Losung in der Nähe von F; 3. Konvorgena und 
Korrektheit eines numerischen Verfahrens (Differenzenvcrfahren); 4. Konvergenz einer 
Iterationemethode zur Losung des diskreten Problems. 

PaccMavpHsaeTcn ypaneuue div (e(x) (Vu + 1(x))) = 0 u RN, re e E L1(RN) 'If € L2(KN, )
- 3aaIIHbie F3TKH0 cYHFWHM. Vpasiieuue aupoaaevcn na £J18ROl U0BXH0CT11 F = ((x)

01, y K0T00 e(x) Be)eT ce6n H}f HROTO5$I creneHb dist (x, F). 11o1ye1m1 ciegyioiqne 
pesyJibTami: 1. Cyu.ecTnoBaHHe II eHhIcTBeHHocm (o auHTHuHofi nocTonHHo) pewenwn 
K3 niacca f I Vu2 e dx < no; iXOH3TJ1bCTBO onnpaecsi Ha Bapna[HoHHal1 meTOA B HOKO-
T00M II0CTHCTB Co6o.neea C BCOM 2. PeryJ1lp11ocTb pemeiiun a6xitsir F; 3. Cxojit-
MOCTb H HOHTHOCTb HCKOTOpOI'O BhrMnc.nuTeilbHoro MTO) (.MeTOA pasHocTeti); 4. Cxojit-
MOcTb HTPUMOHHOO nevoja peuienn AiicHpeTH0Jt 3aaqu. 
The paper deals with the equation div ((x) (Vu + 1(x))) = 0 in RN, where Lo € L(RN) and 
I E L2(RN, ) are given smooth functions. The equation degenerates on the smooth surface 
F = {(x) = 01 where e(x) behaves like a power of dist (x, F). The following results are proved: 
1. Existence and uniqueness (up to additive constants) of a solution with I IVuIedx <no; 
the proof uses a variational method in a weighted Sobolev space; 2. Regularity of the solution 
near F; 3. Convergence and correctness of a numerical (difference) method; 4. Convergence 
of an iteration method to solve the discrete problem. 

i. Introduction. Formulation of the problem 

The subject matter of the present paper is the linear partial differential equation 

div [e(x) (Vu + 1(x))] = 0	 (1) 

in the whole Euclidean space RN of indepedent variables'). The datao andf = (/ - , IN) 
are C functions2) in RN with the following properties:

(2) 
RN 

1111 2 (x) dx	 (/2 + ... /2) e(x) dx < co.	 (3) 
RN	 RN  

I) Scalar product and norm denoted by z . x and lyl. 
9 In the sequel functions and function spaces are real.
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Equation (1) arises if we consider a system of electrons (imaginating as  stationary continuous 
cloud around the nucleus) under the influence of an external magnetic field. in this case, e is 
the charge density of the electrons and the vector function f is determedined by the magnetic 
field. Induction processes lead to a stationary motion of the electronic cloud with the velocity 
v = Vu +1 and the current density j = e(Vu +1). This motion may be used for the cal-
culation of some effects in NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance). For details see SOmSIEDEL [9], 
SALZER [8]. 

Note some specialities of Equation (1). 

Remark 1.1: The density function may have zeros. in this points the equation 
degenerates: it is elliptic only for g > 0. We suppose that 

F = (x € RN I Q(x) = 0)	is an (N - 1) -dimensional	 (4) 
manifold of the class C°°, 

the so called knode surface. F may be unbounded or disconnected, e.g. two parallel 
planes. By the continuity of o, F is a closed set of Lebesgue measure zero and divides 
1V in a finite or denumerable number of disjoint domains: 

Q = RN \I=QU.Q2 U ... UQkU.... 

Remark 1.2: As the physical interpretation shows we shall not look to the 
properties of u but to those of the gradient. This concerns for exaniple the behavior 
of the solution near the knode surface or the question of uniqueness. 

Remark 1.3: We have no boundary conditions or conditions in the infinity and 
shall make the only restriction of finite energy: 

1'uI2 
RN	

dx < 00. 

After these remarks we can formulate the 

Primary problem: Find a function u E C2(9) with finite energy and satisfying 
Eq. (1) in Q.	 (5) 

Here and later we assume tacitly that the data are C°°-smooth and satisfy (2), 
(3), (4). Note that Eq. (1) must be satisfied only in the points of positive density.. 
We shall see that even in this large class we have a unique solution. 

Later we shall need some assumptions about the behavior of 0 near the knode 
surface. The most restrictive but in always all concrete examples fulfilled is the 
following one: 

The density function has the form (x) = (x) with an 
arbitrary snwoth function p and I7 (x) -$= 0 on T.	 (6) 

This includes the behavior of e like d2(x) = di8t2(x, F). More general we may suppose 
that

there is a x	1 such that 
c 1d'(x) ^ (x) :!:—:^ cnd*(x)	 .	 (7) 
holds locally, in some neighbourhood of any point of F, 

or that
Lo(x) ;5 c - d(x) locally near F.	 (8) 

Summary of results: It will be shown that the primary problem always has a 
solution and that this solution is unique up to additive constants. The proof use a
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variational method in a Sobolev space with weight. The behavior of the solution 
near I' will be described. The main subject will be a numerical (difference) method 
in a sufficiently large domain for solving the variational equation. We will show 
the correctness of replacing RN by the domain and the convergence of the discrete 
solutions in the energetic norm. 

The present paper concludes essentially the results of the dissertation of the 
author [1]. The most proofs have been simplified, some facts are new. We shall give 
only a brief review of the proofs and of the important ideas. 

2. Statement of main results and ideas 

2.1. The basic function space 

A function u is said to have finite energy if it is locally square integrable in 9 (not 
necessarily in RN) and its distribunal gradient (in 9!) belongs to L2(Q, ü): 

fjl7ul 2 tjjdx<c.	 (9) 

Contrary to the usual weighted Sobolev spaces, in our definition we have essentially 
only a restriction on the gradient, not on the function (cf. the spaces in DENY[LI0NS 
12], Théorème 2.1. or MAZ'JA [5], Satz 1.1.). Clearly, two finite energy functions 
have the same gradient in 9 if and only if they differ (a.e.) by an additive constant 
in each component of Q. 

Definition: H = H(RN) denotes the space of function classes it arising by 
identification of finite energy functions with the same gradient. 

The following properties of H are fundamental for all later considerations. 

Proposition 2.1: II is an Hubert space with respect to the correctly defined scalar 
product

=J 

17u . 17v dx. 

Proposition 2.2: 1/(8) is satisfied then C,-(.Q), the 8e1 of arbitrary smooth functions 
with support in 9, is dense in H (in a natural sense). 

Proposition 2.3 (Imbedding property): Suppose (7) satisfied and let 0 be any 
bounded domain, 0, = {x E 0 I d(x) > } == 0 with 5 > 0 sufficiently small. Then we 
have for all it € H 

fIuI2adxC(fIuI2dx+fIVuI2edx 
G	 \c,	C 

with a constant depending only on 0, 04, L9. The weight a(x) equals d 2(x) for ,c> 1 
and d 1 (x) . log-2 (constld(x)) for x = 1. Especially we have u € L2(RN, e) locally 
because e(x) -< C . a(x) holds locally.
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2.2. Existence and uniqueness of the solution 

Clearly, every solution of the primary problem is also a solution in the sense of 
distributions over Q or, equivalent, a solution of the following 

Variational equation: Find ,& E H so that 

f (flu +f). Vq,dx=0	 (10) 
RN 

holds for all 92 € C,-(Q). 
If 00 (Q) is dense in 11 then the variational equation may be also formulated asamininijsation 
problem for the full kinetic energy:

in H. 
RN  

The proof is a well known Hubert space technique. 

Conversely, by usual regularity arguments in any subdomain Q' CE Q we find 
that every weak solution is a solution of the primary problem. Consequently, the 
problems (5) and (10) are equivalent. It remains to solve the variational equation 
in a standard way: Representing the bounded linear functional 

l()=f(_f) . V9,dx,	j€H, 
RN 

as a scalar product in H we establish the existence of some weak solution. This will 
be the only one if C0 (Q) is dense in H, e.g. if (8) is satisfied. We have proved the 
following theorem: 

Theorem 2.4 (Existence and uniqueness): Assume (8) /ullfilled. Then the primary 
problem (5) is solvable. Every two solutions differ by an additive constant in each com-
ponent of Q. For the solutions we have 

f Vu dx <— C fjf(2 dx	 (11) 
RN	 RN 

with a constant indepedent of u and I. 

In particular, all solutions have the same gradient and therefore determine the 
same current density j = e( Vu + f) . Note that we have found a unique solution 
without any boundary or contact conditions on P and without special conditions 
in the infinity. All restrictions on the solution are concluded in the finiteness of the 
energy (9). 

2.3. Regularity 

Under more special restrictions on Lo we may describe the current density near F. 
Theorem 2.5 (Regularity): If Lo satisfies (6) and it is a solution of the primary 

problem then  = e(Vu + f) is in H' locally in RN with a zero trace on P. $) Equation (1) 
holds in the sense of distributions over Rw. 

In particular, this gives a "natural" (= automatically satisfied) contact condition 
on F: j n = 0 (n - normal vector to I'). In other words: there is no current across 
the knode surface. 

3) Jfk(a) = {u E L2 (Q) I Du € L,(C), jal 5 kJ, k = 0, 1, 2,
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2.4. The Problem in a bounded domain 

The next intention is to solve the variational equation (10) numerically "in a suf-
ficiently large bounded domain", say in a parallelepiped Q = (a1 , b 1) x x (aN , bw). 
More exactly: By analogy to the R'-case 2.1. we define the space H(Q) replacing 
in the definition of the finite energy functions .Q = It' s' \ I' by Q \ F' and formulate 
the 

Q-problem: Find ,&Q E H(Q) such that 

f (17u + J) Vqi dx = 0,	11 E H(Q).	 (12) 
0 

This problem has exactly one solution the so called Q-solution. The proof is the same 
as in the R"-case, cf. 3.1. The Q-solution tends to the "true" solution in the energetic 
norm as "Q tends to the RN": 

Theorem 2.6: Suppose (8) satis/ied and let it and AQ be the solutions of the primary 
and the Q-problem. If the radius of the largest ball c= Q with center in 0 tends to in-
finity then 

fI Vu - VuQI2odx—>0.4) 
RN 

2.5. The discrete problem 

Fix the parallelepiped in (12) in such a way that 
in each point of Q n F' the normal vectors to 1' and to the 
square surfaces through this point are linarly independent.	 (13) 

This means particulary that the knode surface is not tangential to any side of Q 
and does not cross any corner of Q. We shall now describe the so called discrete 
problem the solution of which will approximate the Q-solution of our problem. For 
this reason we shall construct a partition h of the parallelepiped Q in h-cells (= special 
small parallelepipedes) and a space of h-/unction-classes. These will be step functions 
(constant on every h-cell) assumed identified if they have the same discrete gradient. 
In this space we will find the solution of the discrete problem, the Q5-801ution. Roughly 
speaking, we get the discrete problem if we replace in the Q-problem all functions 
by its di.gcretisat ions. It follow the precise definitions. 

We get a partition h if we divide Q parallel to its surfaces in a finite number of 
open parallelepipeds. The only restriction is a "regularity" condition: the quotient 
of the largest and the smallest lenght is majorated by a absolute constant: 

for example Lh	 (14)

The number 

IhI = l/2 

we call the fineness of the partition. All parallelepipeds without common points 
with r are called h-cells. Note that an h-cell may have boundary points on P. A 
step function with constant values on the h-cells and zero outside of the h-cells is 

4) We assume a0 = 0 and Vu0 = 0 outside of Q.
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called an h-/unction. In view of defining discrete gradients we shall say that h-cells 
Z and Z' are neighbours if 

they have a common side and belong to the same 
component of Q \ T.	 (15) 

Only in this cases we will write Z < Z' or Z > Z' in dependence of its position 
(Z or on the left). To any h-cells Z1 <Z2 neighbouring in the i-th direction we 
attach an ih-cell Zn "glueing up two halls" of the h-cells (Fig. 1) and define the 
i-th discrete derivative of an h-function Uh as a step function of differential quotients: 

uh(z2 ) - Uh(Z1) 

=	1z2 - 
0

on any ih-cell Z12 

outside of the ih-cells.
(16) 

X2
	 IN 

li-cell with 
cenre and I 

kernel lb-cell wih 
_cç nrre and 

fl
kernel 

no!
neihbo urs

Fig. 1 
X1 

The vector function bhuA = ( b lhuh , ..., 5u) is called the discrete gradient of u. 
Clearly (cf. 3.6.(b)), two h-functions have the same discrete gradient if and only of 
they differ by an additive constant on each component of Q \ I' in an obvious 
sense. Identifying h-functions with the same discrete gradient we get the finite 
dimensional Hilbert space Hh(Q) with the scalar product 

(h Vh) = f 5U . bhVh dx.Lo 
•0 

Finally, denote by / ij, and pil, the discretisations of the data: step functions with 
constant values /1 (z) and e(z) on an ih-cell with the centre z and vanishing outside 
of the ih-cells. 

Discrete problem: Find Vh € Hh(Q) slAch that 

f (ôj u + /ih) ô	d = 0	 (17) 
i=1 Q 

holS for all E Hh(Q).



g(xp) 
Ir I('Xp) 

value of 
the h-function v 
in the h-ceIlZ 
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This problem also has a unique solution Uh (3.6., H 4). There are two ways to 
describe the derivation of IL,, from the Q-solution IL: we may compare IL,, with IL 

directly or with a discrelisalion r,,v defined as follows. In each h-cell let fix a so 
called kernel (= a cube with the same centre and with the lenght Ihi) and define for 
all i7 E H(Q) the h-function-class 

_y_fv(x) dx in any h-cell (kernel K), 
r,,v=	

K	 (18) 

o	 outside of the h-cells. 

T h e o r e in 2.7 (Convergence o/ the discrete solutions): Let (7) be satisfied. It IL and ii,, 
denote the Q- and Q,,=solutions then we have in L 2(Q, ) 

11 1711 - ,,u,,Ii .-'- 0 and 116hrhit - â,,U,,ii -> 0 

as IhI -> 0. 

2.6. Iterative solution of the discrete problem 

We can formulate the discrete problem as a square system o/ linear equations choosing 
the test functions in (17) in a special way. Previously we introduce the following 
notations:

L distance /

Fig.2 

Then the discrete problem rewrites to 

fu—u	\97a9'p 
+	 = o 

1=1	\	'a	 /	i5 

where the inner sum is taken over all h-cells with Z < Zp in the i-th direction (of. 
(15)). Choosing test functions of the form 

•

	

	 (1 in a fixed h-cell
L° elsewhere
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we get the following system of equations for the determination of the unknown u: 

d 1	—afl	U 1	rql 

	

=	 (19) 

	

dm U,	q,, 
Au =q 

where
m = number of h-cells, 

(A0p if Z is a neighbour of Z 
a.,6=

0	otherwise,

d.= a 1 + a 2 + + am, 
q = E	- * 

Za<Zfl 

This as a symmetric system with a singular matrix. Since the discrete problem is 
only another form of the problem 

(Au, q) = (q, )	( q' E Rm) 

it is equivalent to the system (19). Regardless of the fact det A = 0 we can apply 
a Gauss-Seidel iteration method or an SOR method with the factor co for solving 
the system (19): 

start:	u° E It arbitrary, 

iteration:	D'_ F) CO 	(u") - 0-1) ) = —(Au') - q),	
(20) 

where

	

[d 01	[0	0 

I , F= 

	

[o dmj	[aap O 

Theorem 2.8: For all start vectors and all 0 < co <2 the method (20) converges to 
one of the solutions 0/ Au = q. 

Remark 2.1: It is possible to derive the system (19) by a simple heuristic con-
sideration from Equation (1). It is interesting, too, that the iteration method (20) 
may be interpreted as an "agreement of charges" using the physical explanation of 
Equation (1). For details cf. BERNDT [1, P. 17]. 

3. Proofs 

3.1. Hubert space property (Proposition 2.1) 

All but the completeness may be proved easily. Let {ü,,} be a Cauchy sequence in H. 
Then by the completeness of L2(92, ) the gradients converge in L2(Q, ) to a vector 
function v. It remains to show v = Vu, u € L2 (92). At first we do that locally, in
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an arbitrary (smooth) domain G CE 9 with a fixed open ball B 0: Choose the 
representators u,1 so that they have zero mean value in B and apply the Poincaré-
inequality 

J
1 v 1 2 dx ; C	117v12 dx, 

see e.g. KUENER, Jonx, Fuórx [3, Theorem 5.3.111. It follows that the u,, form a 
Cauchy sequence in L2(G) and hence converge to some u(; € L2(G). Obviously, UG 
has the gradient v and a zero mean value in B. Finally, we get the desired u glballj 
(in a fixed component 9' of 9) if we construct the UG for all domains such that 

BrG1G0c...Q',	
k=I
U 

Gk 

and note that they coincide a.e. in the smaller domain (all UG have a zero mean 
value in B and the same gradient!) I 

Remark 3. 1: Proposition 2.1 remains true if we replace H by H(Q) defined in 
2.4. The proof is essential the same. 

3.2. Density property (Proposition 2.2) 

We shall approximate an arbitrary it € H step by step: first by abounded function, 
then by a function vanishing for large l x i, then by a function vanishing near rand 
finally by a smooth function. 

Step 1: For sufficiently large k> 0 set 

—k if u(x) < —k, 

Uk(X) = u(x) if	—k ^ u(x) :E-,k, 
k	if	 k<u(x). 

We have Uk € H since u is absolutely continuous on straight lines in a well known 
sense, see e.g. KUFNER, ,Joui, Fuàix [3, Theorem 5.6.3]. 11U - UkliIl —>0 follows 
easily from the integrability of Q. 

In the next steps it would be sufficient to approximate u by finite energy func-
tions u,, having the desired property and satisfying 

(i) u,,—>u in 

(ii) 1 1u.11	const in H. 

Indeed, such a sequence contains a weakly convergent subsequence {u'} (with the 
limit u by (i)). Applying Mazur's theorem (cf. Y0sIDA [12, Chapter VI., Theorem 2]) 
we find some convex combinations of the u,,, tending to u in the norm of H. 

Step 2: Suppose u bounded and set u(x) = s (l x i) u(x) with a piecewise linear 
function e equal 1 for lxi <n and equal 0 for jxj > n + I. Then (i) is obvious and 
(ii) follows immediately from the boundedness of u and from the integrability of e.
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Step 3: Suppose u bounded with a compact support and define u,,(z) = i,,(x) u(z) 
with a cuL-o//-/unctiom of the following form: 

1n E CO(RN), 

j ,,(x) = 0 for d(x)	and = 1 for (1(x) > --, 
n	 it 

lD,,(x)I ;5 c,ulI for any inultiindex x. 

Clearly, (1) holds again. In deriving (ii) note that Vu,,(x) is zero "near I" and equals 
Vu "away from F". This gives 

Jl,l1	I l7 ,, . u + q. • VuJ2 U dx ± f IVUJ 2 dx 
d(z) > - 

C.n2 fodxf 11uI12 
F. 

2/n 
^ C'n2ft2dt + J JU11 2 :5,- C". 

1/n 

We have denoted F,, = {x E supp u I 1/n d(x) 2/7tj and have applied the be-
havior (8) near F n supp u. 

Step 4: Suppose u bounded with the support in C CE Q. Then u belongs to HI(G) 
and we can it mollify in the classical way I 

Remark 3.2: An analogous density theorem holds for the space 11(Q) defined in 
2.4. In this case we have the dense subset (u € C°°(Q) I supp u n F = 0). 

3.3. Imbedding property (Proposition 2.3) 

U8ing a finite covering of r I' by small parallelepipeds we may restrict us to the 
following situation: 

F= {(,t)=(y1,...,y_1,t)€ R.Jt=0}, 

Q( x) = 
C is a paral!elpiped (Fig. 3).
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The main tool is the classical Hardy inequality which states, roughly speaking, an 
estimate of a function by its derivative in an La-norm with weights: If e(r) and a(r) 
are nonnegative measurable weights on (0, T) with the property 

fa(t) dr -	dr ---:. C	(t € (0, t)), 

then we have for all measurable / with F(t) = f/(r) dr 

T	
a(t) dt :!9 4C f /(t)1 2 g(t) dt. 

For the proof cf. Muc1NHourr [6]. Clearly, the pairs 
G(r) = -2, o (r) = r	(x > 1); 

a(r) = r' log 2(a/r),	e(r) = r	(x = 1) 

satisfy the weight condition with C = (c — 1) 2 resp. = a 1 . Now for fixed V and 
q' ^> ô let consider u on a strip orthogonal to I' (Fig. 3) and apply Hardy's inequality 
to

1(t) = — (, t),	F(t) = u(, T) — u(y, t) .5)

We get

I I u(Th t) — u(, t )1 2 a(t) di 15^ C'f I Vu( , t) 2 (t) dt 

and after some simple estimate and integration first over T E (ô, a) then over 
the desired estimate is proved I 

Remark 3.3 The same estimate holds in the space H(Q) defined in 2.4. In this 
case we may choose G = Q if Q is a parallelepiped with the property (13), cf. BnNnT 
[1]. 

3.4. Regularity (Proposition 2.5) 

The main idea is the following one: We rewrite Equation (1) in the form 

—z(u)=div (VV . u—p2f)	 (21) 

and deduce the "good" regularity of ipu from the "weak" regularity of the right hand 
side by the aid of a well known regularity result for elliptic equations. 

Fix an arbitrary bounded domain C R'. 

Step 1 (Regularity "a priori"): By an approximation argument we show that 

wa and V2u € ll'(G).	 (22) 

Indeed, since u has finite energy we can find u € C-(R) such that tpV'u,, - ipl7u 
in L2(G) (Proposition 2.2) and u -> u in L2(G) (Proposition 2.3). This gives ?U - 
in H I(G) and (22) is proved. 

5) n( , .)is absolutely continuous in a well known sense, Cf. KUFNER, JOHN, Fu[3, Theorem 
5.6.3].
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Step 2 (Regularity "a posteriori"): (22) shows that equation (21) holds in the sense 
of distributions in G with the right hand side in LO). Thus, by Friedrich's theorem 
(cf. YosinA [12, Chapter '11/9.]) we have 

ip2u E 112(0).	 (23) 
Together with the imbedding result of Proposition 2.3 the relations (22) and (23) 
imply

U,	7pu,	V2ajt9ju € L2(G) 

and therefore the desired result 'p2 Vu € H'(G). 

Step 3 (Zero trace): It remains to approximate 'p2b1u in H I(G) by smooth functions 
vanishing in some neighbourhood of V. We may use the sequence 

,p231u with u(x) = (x) . u(x) 

where ,q,, is the cut-off-function from 3.2., Step 3. For example we have 

f ,8,(u — u ) I 2 'p dx 

;5 f l a,a,U1 2 'p4 dx+ C f (ajuI2,4+n1IvuI2v,4+711IuI2,4)dx 
!<d(Z)<i 

n	 1	 fl 

<C f (IuI 2 'p4 +117u1 2 'p2 + Iu2)dx—>0 

as n - oo because the last three summands are integrable over G (Step 2) I 

3.5, Replacing of RN by a bounded domain (Theorem 2.6) 

Let (it,,) be an arbitrary sequence of Q,,-solutions such that the radius of the largest 
ball	tends to infinity. We shall extract a subsequence with 

I,, = fI Vu— Vu,,I2edx—>0. 
0,. 

This, of course, proves the theorem. 

Choosing ç = u in the variational equation (10) and q = u, Op = u,, in the Q,,-pro-
blem (12) we get after simple calculations 

CQ,	 Q,. 

Clearly, A. -> 0 by the extending property of the Q,,. In the second integral we may 
suppose Vu,, —> w weakly in LAD, ). because the Vu,, are uniformly bounded in 
this space. If we had w = Vv with some finite energy function v than we would have 

B,, _>f (Vu +f)Vvodx=O 
RN 

in view of (10). But we can state w Vv with the same method as in the proof 
of Proposition 2.1: first locally (u,, are bounded in L2 (G) by Poincaré's inequality, 
v is the limit of a subsequence of u,,) and then globally (approximate Q by bounded 
smooth domains] I 

Remark 3.4: We did not use hypothesis (8) but only the fact that u € H satisfies 
(10) for all 49 € H.
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3.6. Convergence of discrete solutions (Theorem 2.7) 

Theorem 2.7 follows by application of an external approximation scheme (TE1Ic [11], 
SomnfANN[1O]):

	

T	 Tii=/; 

Ta I	 _ Tkuh = Ih 

In our case the abstract spaces and mappings have the following concretisations: 

X = .11(Q); Xh = Hh(Q); F = L2(Q1 e); 
= discretisation operator (18); 

Ph = discrete gradient operator oh defined in (16); 
w = gradient operator wü = Vu. 

The two equations stand for the Q- and Q,,-problems: 

(Tit, ) = f Vu . Vp Lo dx; (Thh, ) = .Z I O ihUh 0ihWh eh dx;

= ff - 179, Q dx; K/h'	
=- / /

i h 0 ihh elh dx. 

In the following proof we have to compare elements 1' € I with families {i'h}, 'b,, E Xh 
as JAI -> 0. For convenience we shall write 

1' (discretely) if il Vh - rhvli —> 0, 
i' (strongly) if IlPhh — wi'Ii —> 0,	 -. 

i' (weakly)	if JiVhli	const. and Phi'h	V. 

Theorem 2.7 states that the discrete solutions . converge discretely and strongly to 
the Q-solution it. In accordance with the abstract scheme it would be sufficient to 
verify the following hypothesises (ScmmN [10]): 

Stability: rh and Ph are linear operators with uniformly bounded norms. 
Convergence I: For any 1' E I: rhi —> v as IhI —>0. 
Convergence II: If we have Phi'h —± g for some sequence of partitions h —> 0 then 

glmco. 
Coercivity: There is a constant C> 0 such that 

(Thi', ill,)	C I1vh112 

for all sufficiently fine partitions and all h E 'h• 
Approximation property: For any sequence of partitions with JAI —> 0 we have 

(Thrhi', Oh) —> (Ti', ) 
and

K/h, ?7n) —(/,cp) 

whenever h —>47 and i' € X. 

5 AnalysIs Bd. 1. 11cf 3 (1982)
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Remark 3.5: In the following proof we will use some geometrically obvious fact's 
the proof of which may be found in BERNDT [1]. For example: Q \ F has only a 
finite number of components and two neighbouring h-cells can't have, points of I' 
on the common side, in a fixed component of Q \ F every two h-cells are conneoted 
by a chain of h-cells touching "side by side" (for sufficiently fine partitions). Finally, 
the values of 0 in a cell can be uniformly estimated by its values "in the middle of 
this cell": If Z is the union of two neighbouring h-cells and K the convex hull of the 
kernels then we have the 

/un4amenLal estimate 

(x)	C . (y)	(xEZ,yEK),	 (24) 

with a constant independent of the partition. 

Proof of the stability: [Phi! = 1 is obvious by the definition. il rhii	const. will
follow by some simple estimates (apply (14), (24)) from the equality (cf. Fig. 4) 

= —L f v(y) dy,	il E H(Q).	 (25)J h JN 

ih - ceIt

V 
Left part	right part 

Fig .'4 

(25) may be established in every ih-cell if we represent the difference between two 
values of v by an one-dimensional integral over av and, apply Fubini's theorem and 
L 1 -continuity 1 

Proof of convergence I: Since the stability is proved it would be sufficient to 
show rhi' -> i' only in a dense subset of X, e.g. for all v E C°°(Q) (Remark 3.2). Such v 
are uniformly continuous and the result follows easily from (25) I 

Proof ofconvergence II: We have to show: For an arbitrary sequence i E' X 
with öhVh - g i in L2(Q, o) there is a v E L21 4 \ I') such that 

f giT dx = - f v' a igg dx,	99 € Co-(Q \ F). 
Q	 Q 

Clearly, it would be sufficient to construct v locally, in an arbitrary domain 
G Q \ I' and to prove the equality for supp q G. We start from an analogous 
discrete relation: 

J' öV q ' 
dx =-! 

V h' Ô ihWh dx.
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Here q,, denotes the discretisation of q' defined in (18) and q' is "alniost"..equal 
to q: on the left part of any ih-cell it is to be defined as the mean value of 99 over the 
value of q' over the right kernel and vice versa. The desired result follows by tending 
to the limit h —k 0. Then we have in L2(0): 5hVh -k gi by hypothesis, 6 ihq9h —> 

by convergence I and 97hi —> 92 by a simple calculation. Finally, we can extract a 
subsequence on which Vh converges weakly in L2(G) to some v, since the L2(G)-norms 
of the Vh are uniformly bounded. This follows from a discrete Poinóaré inequality. I 

Discrete Poincaré inequality: For any h-/unction vanishing in a fixed neigh-

bourhood of Q n .1', we have in the norm of L2 (Q): IIvhIj	}/mes Q IlôhVhIl (Ih i suf/icienUy
small). 

For the proof let fix a stripe S = P0 u P1 u u P of parallelepipeds "from, one 
side of Q to the other", for convenience in the first direction. Denote 

1k = length of Pk in the first direction, 
tkJ = distance between the centres in the first direction, 
vk = values of vh (note that v0 = 0 by hypothesis), 
vkl = values of ôlhVh. 

Applying repeatedly the definition (16) of the discrete gradient we get v 1 = 101v01, 
= 101v01 + 112v12 etc. That leads to the desired estimate: 

2:;' lkVk2 :^_- (b 1 — a1)2' tkk+IVkk+1 
k	 k 

fJVhJ2 dx	(b1 — ai) 2 ! IIhvhI 2 dx I

The proof of coercivity is obvious in view of (24). 

Proof of the approximation property (for T, TA ; for fh, / analogously): 
We have to prove (norms and scalar products in L2(Q, ); rhv denoted by i'h): 

if I1ôin9'II	C and &n(97h -k aigg in L2 (Q, e) 

then (&h	
h	

ih92h) —> (a1v, a59,).	 .	,	(26) 

This is proved if we can show that every subsequence consists another subsequence 
on which

bihVh
•	—>aiv in L2(Q, ).	 , (27) 

Now, note that the last relation holds if the term is absent (Convergence I; the 
subsequence may be choosed so that we have convergence a.e.). Hence, by the domi-
nated convergence theorem, it holds also in the present form if we can show 

	

(x) — 1 (x E Q \ F) and	(x)	
C.	 (28) 

(x)	 e(x) 
The first relation follows from the continuity of . The second relation is satisfied 
only for x "away from I", e.g. for dist (x, F) IhI/2. Therefore we divide the left 
integral (26) in an essential part over 

= {all ih-cells with a distance to 1' more than hi and all kernels 
of the other ih-cells} 

5*
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and in a rest part over B = Qih \ A il,. By regularity (16), condition (28) is satisfied 
for the essential part. Hence, the essential part will tend to the limit (26). The rest 
part will tend to zero: 

f Z ôjVfl(X,)J Iih?)5(Xa)i &(Xa) mes 
Bih

C1E ... rnesK, ^C2 f iô,(vsJ . 161h9)hiUdx—>0 

(summation over all ih-cells Za, dist (Zn , r) ;5 h, with centres x and kernels .K) 

3.7. Convergence of the iteration method (Theorem 2.8) 

By a theorem of MA1tuK and KUZNECOV [4, Theorem 3.1.] it remains to show that 
(Ax, x) > 0 for all x E RO or, equivalent, that all eigenvalues of A are nonnegative. 
This follows from a theorem of Gersgorin (cf. PA.aooI [7]), which asserts that all 
eigenvalues are localized in the union of m circles with the centres aii and the radii 
ri = f laiij.

i 11 
In our case we have a,, = r• > 0. Hence, all these circles belong to the half plane 

Rez0l 
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